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I would like to remind the Committee of an issue which seems to have evaded 
much scrutiny in its discussions so far, and which is absolutely crucial:  
whether the measures in the Bill are sufficient to promote effective 
collaboration amongst owners of land. 
  
Notwithstanding a number of very useful measures proposed in the Bill to 
improve the quality of deer management planning where it is working, there is 
little or nothing to change the dynamic which currently allows large numbers 
of owners to simply opt out of participation in Deer Management Groups 
(DMGs), taking no responsibility for the impact which their action/inaction has 
on others’ interests. This is a serious problem, undermining the prospect of 
effective deer management across the whole country.  
 
It would be very unfortunate if this rare opportunity for improved legislation 
were to be missed. All the interests involved clearly support the principle that 
measures are needed which create the conditions for DMGs to operate 
effectively, with the willing participation of relevant owners.  Key to this 
voluntary dynamic is the availability of a credible statutory backstop power, for 
use only when the voluntary approach fails.  The lack of such a power has 
been a serious constraint on effective deer management for the last 60 years, 
as routinely observed in countless reports.   
 
The current approach is not sustainable, involving as it does reliance on costly 
and time-consuming interventions by the agencies (SNH/DCS, FCS, Scottish 
Government) to secure co-operation in the case (only) of designated sites 
which cover a small proportion of the country.  The cost is prohibitive; the 
outcomes are not secure; it rewards those who fail; and its application is 
geographically limited - there is no prospect of adequate resources to use this 
approach on the wide range of issues which are arising in response to public 
interest issues.  
 
The Committee must question the Minister closely on this matter. As it stands, 
the Bill does not create the conditions which would incentivise reluctant 
owners to participate. The Deer Commission proposed a duty on all owners of 
land to manage deer sustainably; failure in the fulfilment of this duty 
(explained in a code of practice) would have been the trigger for interventions 
and ultimately backstop powers which – if they were credible - would be most 
unlikely to be needed in practice. If the Minister wishes to reject this proposal, 
it is important to know how she expects the prospects of voluntary 
collaboration to be improved.  
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We know from experience that preserving the freedom to opt out will simply 
perpetuate the highly unsatisfactory situation where a variety of interests – 
both public and private – suffer adverse impacts as a result of the failure of 
some owners to exercise their own rights responsibly.  This should be a key 
issue in consideration of the Bill’s provisions.  
 
Simon Pepper 
21 October 2010 


